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MORE THAN JUST NUMBERS
AIRFLOW QUALITY CAN YIELD COST.
EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE GAINS
BY JIM MCFARLAND

prominent engine builder was asked, "What's
the most frequent question you get when dis-
cussing cylinder heads with a customer?" His
answer? "How much air will thev flow or how

many cubic centimeters are the ports?"

Stop right here and take note. Nothing was said
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about port shape, surface finish, airflow quality, cross
section versus torque range, combustion chamber
shape, or any other characteristic of potential impact
on optimizing power-only the amount of airflow and
the size of the ports. What's implied is that more flow
must mean more power and/or the bigger the better
when, in fact, both expectations can be misleading, if
not incorrect.

ROLE OF THE FLOW BENCH
This is not a magical piece of equipment; its limitations



need to be recognized. In particular, simply increasing
airflow volume (based on flow bench readings) does
not always result in power gains-it can, but not con-
clusively. This will be discussed more in length later.

What it can do is provide a benchmark for determin-
ing the "potential" for increased horsepower. Rather
than theorize on how this can be done, here's a quote
from Harold Bettes, a reliable and knowledgeable tech-
nical source at SuperFlow . . . and longtime gearhead:

Fitst of all, flow benches con be used to guantify infor-
mation you'ue heard or been told about. Knowing airflow
ualues is useful in order to mahe proper selection of pafts
that support airflow, such os comshafts ond intahe mani-
folds. In fact, euen rear€ear ratio choices csn be tied to
intake airflow because peah power tends to occur at peah
airflow, and this can be computed.

Here's how that works: Let's assume you've
obtained intake port (or port/runner) flow data at l0
inches of water. Based on optimum spark timing,
air/fuel ratio, volumetric efficiency, and burn efficiency,
we can estimate a conservative level of power. Simply
multiply the flow reading by 0.43 to obtain a value for

power per cylinder. For example, based on a flow read-
ing of 200 cubic feet per minute and an eight-cylinder
engine:

200 cfm x 0.43 = 86 x 8 cylinders = 688 hp @ peak power
rpm

If the flow data had been collected at25 inches of
water, the multiplier would be 0.27 instead of 0.43,
resulting in 432 hp at peak power rpm. To determine
the rpm at which these estimated values of peak horse-
power would occur, a similar approach can be taken.
That equation is as follows:

Peak power rpm - 2,000/displacement of one cylinder
x [intake flow in cfm at l0 inches of water bench
depressionl

If we assume some typical values for cylinder volume
and intake flow, the equation is:

Peak power rprl = 2,000148.75 x 156 cfm = 2,131 rpm

Bettes emphasizes that this approach (as outlined in
SuperFlow's instructional materials) assumes airflow
data is obtained from a "full intake system" (carburetor,
manifold, and cylinder head) and is for engines that are
well sealed and of a mechanical compression ratio
greater than 9:1. You should note that none of the fore
going information makes a single mention of port vol-
ume, only flow quantity.

Aside from pure, steady-state, onedirectional airflow
numbers, air benches can be used to identify airflow
"quality" conditions. A distinction should be made
between flow quantity and quality, especially for carbu-
reted engines. These rely upon the transfer of air and
fuel from carburetor to combustion space, often
plagued with problems that reduce how well the mix-
ture is maintained [its homogeneity]. By proper study
on a flow bench, the cause of these problems can be
identified and often removed. Once again, here's how
that works.

Consider air to behave like a compressible fluid. It
has viscosity,-effectively increasing with flow rate
(speed). But it also tends to adhere to the inner sur-
faces of the inlet path (see illustration). Although there_
are exceptions to creating and maintaining stable air-
flow with minimum turbulence, it is usually sensible to
take this approach for the majority of engine applica-
tions. But even if there are deliberate steps taken to cre
ate specific air or mixture motion (either controlled or
random), air remains the "working fluid" by which fuel
is communicated to the combustion space. It is there
fore worthwhile to understand the effects and benefits
of controlling or affecting airflow quality.

How can a flow bench be used to study airflow
quality? Well, some veteran bench operators rely on the
"sound" of port or passage performance. If it's .,quiet,"

then it's stable or exhibits minimum turbulence. By the
use of pressure probes, it's possible to do a more accu-
rate job of locating and quantifying trouble spots along
a flow path.

Two such examples of probes are provided in
accompanying illustrations. While "velocity" probes are
suitable for mapping pressure distribution patterns and
identifying areas of high and low dynamic pressure in a
passage, "J" probes help determine where boundary
layer disturbances lie and the potential for fuel to sepa-
rate from the air stream. Both of these methods are use
ful tools when evaluating flow passages for airflow qual-
ity. They are also of benefit when studying airflow char-
acteristics during flow directional changes, particularly
in inlet paths where fuel and air tend to separate due to

Airflow Ghanges from todification to Gombuqtion
Ghamber Back Wall

Relieved back wall of chamber

Axle of spark plug

Combuslion chamber viewed from block side into cylinder head
NOTE: While modifications of this type may lead to net increases in inlet airflow, subsequent disruption ot
mixfure quality can have a negative etfect on combustion etficiency, the result of separated air and fuel. Evi-
dence of this problem can be found by 'spray pattem" tests using an airtlow bench and valve set at about ZO
percent of net lift.

Primary direction ot
inlet air flow {A}

Intake
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the compressibility and mass (weight by volume) differ-

ences between fuel and air.
To illustrate how this weight difference can affect

mixture homogeneity, consider this example: A train

comprised of loaded cattle cars is moving down its

tracks at a constant speed. In this example, the train is

analogous to air and the cattle to fuel. At this point, the

combination is well "mixed." Now, visualize what hap-
pens if the train suddenly changes in speed or direc-

tion, or accelerates or decelerates. It doesn't require
much imagination to realize how the quality of this
"mixture" will be affected, accordingly. Such is the case

between air and fuel in an inlet path during changes in

air direction or speed. The greater the difference in fuel
particle size (atomization efficiency), the greater the
problem of air/fuel separation, and the worse the quality

of mixture delivered to the combustion space. It follows

that impaired mixture quality translates into reduced
power.

Surface texture is another factor that can influence
flow quality, particularly on the inlet side where

attempts to keep fuel suspended are made'
Roughness is especially effective in areas of low flow

activity where fuel and air tend to become separated.

Smooth intake ports may tend to increase raw airflow,

but you can expect them to be less effective in main-

taining fuel suspension than rougher surfaces.
Exhaust ports, on the other hand, respond well to

polished surfaces since mixture quality is not an issue.

But what is most important to remember is that flow
quality cannot be overlooked in deference to quantity.

Before we leave the subiect of mixture quality, it

might be worthwhile to mention that in some cases it's

of value to create vigorous mixture or airflow motion if

the results lead to increased fuel atomization. For exam-
ple, let's consider the limitations placed on "restricted"

engines: those for which limited airflow and/or mechan-

ical compression ratio is required. ln these instances,

it's important to burn every possible "drop" of induced

fuel. So if an inlet path can be created (given the fact

total flow is limited) that creates very aggressive "agita-

tion" of the air, the possibility exists for reducing net

fuel droplet size at the time of combustion, trading off

flow loss to improved combustion efficiency. The more

fuel that's burned, the higher the net cylinder pressure

and output, giving an engine the impression its com-
pression ratio is higher than it actually is. Little wonder

some current restrictor engines are using "spiral" inlet
passages.

THr Ir ' i r i -uf;Ntr i l r  c0rdBUsTl0fc
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It is one thing to work toward port configurations
that produce sufficient flow capability, but how flow is

directed into the combustion space is quite another.
Taken at face value, combustion chambers are intended

to work in conjunction with flow patterns created by

intake and exhaust. Particularly on the intake side,
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dynamic patterns of air movement exiting intake pas-

sages and ente-ring the combustion space must coincide
with the geometry of chambers. Should each of these two

a-reas not match the functions of the other, disruption in

mixture quality and combustion efficiency often result.

Stated another way, combustion chambers should be

designed (or modified) to enhance or continue provid-

ing the flow benefits set up by intake (or exhaust)

Eombustion chambErs should
be ilesigned [or modiliedJ to
enlrance or Gon
lhe florr henelil
intalre lor exha
ports. By way of example, take a moment to examine
the accompanying illustration that shows a generic

combustion chamber. Note that this chamber is laid out

to help direct incoming air (or air/fuel mixture) in a

counter<lockwise fashion, thereby helping maintain the

energy while aiding motion in a circular or "swirling"

motion. If, for reasons of improving raw airflow (as

might be measured on a flow bench), the back wall of
the chamber is extended beyond the original contour,
it's possible to increase total flow and decrease com-

bustion efficiency.
According to Pete Incaudo of CNC Cylinder Heads,

"There's a critical relationship between back wall posi-

tion and top cut on the intake valve seat. The idea is to

Flow Path Differences

Center of palh for tuel llow

NOTE: Unless accompanied by proper design of passage cross section, air and fuel tend to separate

during f low direct ion changes. By the combined use of 'velocity" and "boundary layea probes, pas-

sages can be mapped to determine lhe severity of this condit ion and when i t  has been corrected. In

part icular, along the shorl side of paths changing direct ion, the boundary layer probe wil l  identi fy

areas of layer siparation and potential locations where separated fuel tends to migrate. The use of

so-cal led "b" or ' trapezoid" cross sections can help bring the two centers of f low {air and fuel} more

into coincidence

& Fuel in a Turn

T\ro tethods for Evaluating Port Flow Quality
{Methods can be used for areas other than in intake passages, as shown)

Direction of l low
NOTE #1: Velocity probe measurements

are based on a oressure les than atmos-
phenc at the open end of the probe, cre

ated by arr movement along the ais of the

probe and away trom its tiP

Typical Intake ton ..,-_-

Boundary layer probe

Region where boundary layer
separates from port sudace

NOTE #2: Manometric measurements of boundary layer "separation" from porl surface are indicaled

in a manometer reading opposite to that of velocity pressure measurements Boundary layer distur-
bances can lead lo llow quality problems
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maintain airflow directed around toward the center
of the bore while laying back the wall to improve
flow. You don't want to lose the 'rotation' 

of incom-
ing air, with respect to the cylinder bore. Directing
too much airflow toward the back wall can destroy
proper mixture motion. In an extreme case, the wall
can be laid back so far that any influence by the top
cut to help maintain circular motion of the inlet
flow is lost. When this happens, any gains in flow
from laying back the wall is lost to poor combustion
efficiency. Power suffers accordingly."

Here's another instance where airflow qualitv
becomes more important than quantity. It also
reflects the fact that a mere increase in flow may
not provide an attending boost in power. Unless
additional airflow is constructed in a fashion that
supports combustion, it becomes wasted. As intake air
enters the combustion space, there is a combined "ven-
turi" effect created between the intake valve head, valve

seat, and sidewall of the combustion chamber.
Consequently, the dimensional relationship between
these three components is important to both net inlet
flow and flow direction around the perimeter of the
cylinder.

As further evidence of the importance of chamber
back wall position and shape, note the photo showing a
"rib" or flow "director" placed and configured to help
direct air (air/fuel charge) back toward the spark plug.
This same rib, another Incaudo creation, also tends to
aid airflow tumble and mixture homogeneity just past
its location, Brief atomized shots of machinist blue into
a flowing intake port can produce chamber patterns
leading to the positioning and shaping of such ribs, or
other devices intended to aid flow quality in the com-
bustion space.

C0tulMSN AIRFL0W ErNtH fiP[HAT0R
MtsTAltt$

Whether you perform your own airflow tests or have
the work done by a service, there are some topics and
precautions worth keeping in mind. Because cylinder
head and intake manifold modifications are part of his
everyday activities, Dennis Wells @ells Racing Engines)
shared some of his experiences:

"lf I had to list the top 10 suggestions I'd make to
someone using a flow bench, here's what they'd be:
. Always check the bench's calibration before perform-
ing a test.
o Begin every flow test by checking the test piece for
external leaks. On cylinder heads, this includes forget-
ting to install a spark plug. Just about any shop with a
flow bench has been guilty of this at one time or
another.
. When flowing an intake port, incorrect readings will
result if the exhaust valve is pulled slightly open as a
result of a weak flow spring.
o To avoid incorrect readings, make certain the flow
range control is properly set.
o Intake port entry radius must match the mouth of the
port exactly, or turbulence will invalidate readings.
. The fixture attaching a cylinder head to the flow

Static Pressure Measurement
for Distribution Pressure Profiling

Static pressure tubes
U-tube

Intake port
entry

NOTE: See sidebar on "Pressure Profiling" for delails on this il lustration Although only one U-tube
manometer ;s  shown,  a group of  four  such inst ruments can be used for  s imul taneous measurement
of static pressure in each of an intake port's entry corners
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I ntake manifold runners are extensions of cylinder head
I inlet ports. This is one axiom among many airflow parts
designers. In order to accomplish this objeAive, there are
several methods. Among them is the matching of intake
port pressure distribution patterns to the exit flow distribu-
tion pattems of intake runners. Here's an example of how
this works:

Assume there is an inlet port fitted with an entry radius,
typically about 0.500 inch. Using a 0.12S-inch-thick piece
of plastic with an opening that matches the intake port, fit-
ted with static pressure tubes at each corner of the open-
ing (see illustration), a "distribution" of pressure (corner to
comer) can be measured. A simple U-tube manometer can
be used in lieu of something more iophisticated.
Incidentally, such measurements should be made with the
entry radius in place.

Remove the entry radius and bolt up the intake mani-
fold to be used. Re-check the static pressure measure-
ments at e3ch comer of the inlet port. lf they remain
within 3 to 5 percent of their readings prior to installation
of the manifold, an acceptable "pressure profile" has
been determined. In some instances, a smaller percent-
age than this is desirable.

Howeveq if the readings fall outside this limi! airflow
quality--and often quantity-has been disrupted by instal-
lation of the manifold. In most instances, adjustment of
intake manffold runner entries (either length or radius) can
be modified to bring the profile into the desired range. The
objective here is to prwent any'tonflict" in airflow transi-
tion from intake manifold runner exit to intake port entry.
As a rule, the greater the disruption (in inequality) of the
pressure profile, the greater the los in airflow quantity and
quality. In particular, in carbureted engines involving wet
intake.flow (air and fuel), such disruptions can lead to
mechanical separation of fuel from the air and unwanted

. changes in airlfuel ratio in the combustion space. you
know the rest.
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bench must be the same size as the engine's bore.
. Do not continue to enlarge ports just because flow

continues to increase. You can end up with a high-flow-

ing, Iarge-runner-volume head that works well on the

flow bench but has poor throttle response on the track.

Remember, you're not racing flow benches'
. When a customer asks, 'How much cfm does it flow?' I

tell them the valve doesn't remain very long at maxi-

mum lift. Be more interested in flow numbers from

0.200 to 0.600 inches of lift.
. Remember that the shape of the port and combustion

chamber will usually have more impact on performance

than large flowing heads.
. Spend some time learning to use velocity and bound-

ary layer probes to study airflow quality and airflow

stability. Both these topics can lead to increased power

and on-track acceleration."

On the subject of where in the lift range port flow is

most critical, consider the following thoughts. For both

intake and exhaust valve movement, we are dealing

with a continually moving valve (other than at peak lift)

once it gets into its lift cycle. The idea is to determine

the percentage of total intake or exhaust valve lift at

which these two valves remain off their respective seats

most of the time. We also need to relate these two per-

centages (one for the intake, one for the exhaust) to
piston speed (acceleration) or crankshaft angle.

From another perspective, we're trying to figure out

the valve lift at which the piston is doing the most work

toward creating a low-pressure condition in the cylinder
(intake stroke) and the lift at which the piston is doing

the most toward ridding the cylinder of exhaust gas

(exhaust stroke). Over time, it appears that these two

conditions occur at about 70 percent of net intake lift

and 85 percent of exhaust valve lift. In other words,

other than viable concern for low lift flow (in both
directions) for intakes and low lift flow (in both direc-
tions) for exhausts, these two percentages are related
to intake and exhaust valve lifts for which the ports

should be the most efficient. Spend a little time with

these statements. They can be worth some power. EM
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